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A FIGHTER COMMAND OFFENSIVE

Fighter Command, for the third time this week carriedout this afternoon

a large scale offensive sweep into occupied territory.

A small force of bombers was escorted to attack a vital marshalling yard.

Many dog-fights between our Spitfire squadrons and German fighters took

place, and, although full details of this operation are not yet complete, it

is known that at least eight enemy aircraft were destroyed.

One wing led by Group Captain BEAMISH, D.S.O. and bar, D.F.C., went in

over the target ahead of the bombers and swept the area, almost clear of the

German fighters. Then, when the bombers with the fighter escort arrived, the

greater part of the air fighting was over.

This was the first operation in which Squadron Leader Paddy FINUCANE, D.S.
O.,

D.F.C., and double bar, had taken part since being wounded a week or two ago.

He celebrated his return to the squadron by destroying two F.W. 190s.

A newly joined flight commander in his squadron also destroyed, two F.W. 190s.

The flight lieutenant was promoted only last Saturday and his second victory was

seen by a pilot of his former squadron.

Another pilot was separated from the remainder of his squadron, and,

although he was attacked by four pairs of F.W. 190s, he was able to land safely
at his home aerodrome a few minutes after the rest of the squadron.

This wing's total victories were increased to five by the pilot of an

Australian squadron who destroyed a F.W. 190.

Some of the fighting took place at 20,000 feet.

The first F.W. 190 which Squadron Leader FINUCANE attacked crashed into a

railway embankment. The second F.W. 190 had been attacked by another Spitfire
and as it tried, to escape, Squadron Leader Finucane gave it a long burst of

fire which sent it down in a steep dive to the ground.
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The new flight lieutenant's first victim burst into flames. When

he had followed the F.W. 190 from 20,000 feet to 8,000 feet the pilot baled

out. He destroyed his second Hun over Boulogne on the way home after

making a head-on attack and then a sharp turn to get on its tail.

The fighter protection of the bombers was so effective that few

enemy fighters were able to attack them. Of these, three Me. l09F's were

destroyed by pilots of a Polish wing.

Fuller details of today’s offensive show that the escorted bombers

had completed their task and were on their way back to the coast when about

twenty Me.l09's tried to attack them.

The Polish escort wing shot three down in the dog fights that

followed.

In mid-Channel one engine of a bomber stopped and the aircraft began
to lose height. Immediately one of the fighter squadrons closed in and

shepherded it safely back to this country.

In addition to the eight German fighters destroyed, several others

are claimed as "probables". Of the latter, two FW. 190's were seen diving
out of control but our pilots were too busy to watch them crash.

Five of our fighters are missing.
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